
His and Hers Perfume and Cologne Set project 

 

Use the fence on the band saw to cut two pieces of different coloured composite to the following 

dimensions,  

Glue the two pieces of composite together using PVA, g clamps or sash clamps. 

Stick the Solidworks scale 1:1  printout of the side view as a template of the perfume bottle and 

similarly the front template onto the composites two sides. 

Use the band saw to cut the profile of the front view of the perfume bottle carefully and safely using 

push sticks if necessary. 

Use masking tape to re-join the three cut pieces. To get a flat surface for the bandsaw table when 

cutting the next profile. 

Use the band saw to cut the profile of the side view of the perfume bottle carefully and safely using 

push sticks if necessary. 

Place the model in a bench vice protected by paper or card. Use flat or round surform plane and a 

range of rasps and files to rough out the shape of the bottle using the Solidworks printout of the top 

view to gauge some of the curves along with a 3D view of the bottle printed from SolidWorks. Then 

use sandpaper to create a smooth finish. 

Use a craft knife, a safety ruler and a cutting mat on a flat surface to cut out the perfume bottle 

packaging net, cutting out the bottle window shape freehand with the craft knife. Score the fold 

lines with the craft knife before bending the edges over a 90 degree surface. 

Cut-out rectangles of thick card which will be used as strengthening  lamination to be attached 

with pva glue to the inside of the net. Cut and attach some transparent Acetate as the window on 

the packaging.  

Cut a section of high impact polystyrene to the size of the vacuum former opening. Place the 

perfume bottle mould in the vacuum former opening. Place the plastic in the mould and clamp it 

securely, heat the vacuum former, until the polystyrene becomes pliable. Turn off the heater and 

use the lever to raise the platform mould into the polystyrene, then switch on the vacuum pump.   

Trim the excess vacuum former plastic on the band saw using the Jig as shown. Take care when 

pushing the material to the band saw. 

Cut some composite to 75 millimetres x 75 millimetres x 240 millimetres. Use the Jig as shown to 

remove the corners of the material creating an octagonal shaped blank.   

Make a pencil mark 60 millimetres from one end and another mark to highlight the centre of the 

remaining part of the material which is where the x axis datum will be set. Use the CNC router on 

rotation to create the shape of the Cologne Bottle using both a Roughing and then Finishing cycle. 

Lightly sand the finished bottle to improve the surface finish.    

Draw and simulate the profile with chamfers of the cologne bottles nozzle in the boxford 2D design 

program. This will create the G & M codes the CNC lathe needs to work. Then run the CNC lathe to 

create the desired nozzle profile.  



Place the nozzle in the chuck of a manual lathe to turn the location pin in the cologne bottle nozzle 

to the correct diameter. 

Grip the Nozzle in a machine vice and place on a pillar drill. Use a 2mm drill to create a hile in the 

nozzle. 

Use a 4mm drill or countersink bit to create a small countersink around the hole 

Make a hole in the neck of the cologne bottle with a hand drill and a 6mm drill bit for the nozzle 

location pin to fit. 

 

Use primer spray to spray the cologne bottle with an thin even layer of primer spraying from a 

distance of around 30cm in a well ventilated area. 

When the Cologne bottle dries use a paint spray can to spray the cologne bottle with the desired 

colour of paint. 

 

When the Cologne bottle dries use epoxy resin to glue the cologne bottle body to the nozzle location 

pin. 

 

Use a craft knife, a safety ruler and a cutting mat on a flat surface to cut out the cologne bottle 

packaging net. Score the fold lines with the craft knife before bending the edges over a 90 degree 

surface. 

Cut-out rectangles of thick card which will be used as strengthening  lamination to be attached 

with pva glue to the inside of the net 

Cut a section of high impact polystyrene to the size of the vacuum former opening. Place the cologne 

bottle mould in the vacuum former opening. Heat the vacuum former, until the polystyrene 

becomes soft. Use the lever to raise the mould into the polystyrene and switch on the vacuum 

pump.  Trim the excess vacuum former plastic on the band saw using the Jig as shown. Take care 

when pushing the material to the band saw. 


